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QNoQuestion Option Correct

1 According to Lami’s theorem Three forces acting at a point will
be in equilibrium

Three forces acting at appoint can
be represented by a triangle, each
side being proportional to force

If three forces acting upon a
particle are represented in
magnitude and direction by the
sides of a triangle, taken in order,
they will be in equilibrium

If three forces acting at a point are
in equilibrium, each force is
proportional to the sine of the
angle between the other two

Correct

2 If n = number of members and j = number of joints, then for a perfect frame, n = j – 2

2j – 1

2j – 3 Correct

3j - 2

3 The tendency of a material to fracture without appreciable deformation is called toughness

stiffness

plasticity

brittleness Correct

4 The shear force and bending moment diagrams for a cantilever beam carrying a concentrated load at free end
will respectively be None of these

Triangle and parabola

Rectangle and Triangle Correct

Rectangle and parabola

5 For which material Poisson’s ratio is more than unity Steel

Aluminium

Cast iron



None of these Correct

6 If a material is loaded beyond the yield point stress It becomes elastic

It becomes ductile

It loses its tendency to return to its
original shape Correct

Its resistance to fatigue increases

7 The number of inversions for a slider crank mechanism are 3

4 Correct

5

6

8

A governor is said to be 
1. Sensitive when it readily responds to small change in speed 
2. Isochronous if it has no sensitivity.
3. Hunting if it is too sensitive.
Which of these statements is/are true ?

1 only

1 and 2

1 and 3 Correct

2 and 3

9 The gears employed for connecting two non-intersecting and non-parallel, i.e. non-coplanar shafts are Bevel gears

Spiral gears Correct

helical gears

Mitre gears

10 When follower moves with simple harmonic motion, the velocity diagram is Parabolic

Hyperbolic

Sinusoidal Correct



Cosine curve

11 Rotating shafts tend to vibrate violently at whirling speeds because The shafts are rotating at very high
speeds

The bearing centre line coincides
with the axis

The system is unbalanced

Resonance is caused due to heavy
weight of the rotor Correct

12 A closed coil helical spring is subjected to a torque about its axis. The spring wire would experience a Bending stress Correct

Direct shear stress

Torsional shear stress

Direct tensile stress of uniform
intensity at its cross-section

13 Rotameter is a device to measure Flow Correct

Rotation

Velocity of air

Absolute pressure

14 Water hammer in pipes occurs due to Someone hitting the pipe with a
hammer

Sudden change in the velocity of
any flowing fluid Correct

Heavy pressurisation in pipe

Obstruction in pipe

15 In order to achieve maximum heat dissipation the fin should be designed in such a way that it has Maximum lateral surface at the
root side of fin Correct

Maximum lateral surface towards
the tip side of fin

Maximum lateral surface near the
centre of fin



Minimum lateral surface near the
centre of fin

16 For a hemisphere, the solid angle is measured in Radian and its maximum value is π

Degree and its maximum value is
180°

Steradian and its maximum value is
2π

Steradian and its maximum value is
π Correct

17 The value of Prandtl number for air is about 0.1

0.4

0.7 Correct

1.1

18 The requirement of transfer of a large heat is usually met by Increasing the length of tube

Decreasing the diameter of tube

Increasing the number of tubes

Having multiple tube or shell
passes Correct

19 The concept of overall heat transfer coefficient of heat transfer is used in case of heat transfer by Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Conduction and convection Correct

20 Ice kept in a wall insulated thermo flask is an example of which system Closed system

Isolated system Correct

Open system



Non-flow adiabatic system

21 Zeroth law of thermodynamics forms the basis of --------------- measurement. Pressure

Temperature Correct

Heat exchange

Work

22 A Carnot cycle is having efficiency of 0.75. If the temperature of the high temperature reservoir is 727 °C,
what is the temperature of low temperature reservoir ? 23 °C Correct

- 23 °C

0 °C

250 °C

23 Second law of thermodynamics defines Entropy

Enthalpy

Efficiency

Internal energy Correct

24 In Orsat apparatus, oxygen is absorbed in Cupurous chloride

Potassium chloride

Dilute potassium carbonate

Alkaline solution of pyragollic acid Correct

25 Which one of the following types of impeller vanes are most commonly used in centrifugal type impellers ? Forward curved

Radial

Backward curved Correct

Tangential

26 Intercooling in multistage compression reduces Volume of free air delivered



Pressure of air at delivery

Work input to compressor Correct

Index of compression

27 Which aspect eliminates the use of closed cycle gas turbine in field of aeronautics? External combustion of fuel

High pressures involved

Need of greater supply of cooling
water Correct

Complexity and high cost of the
system

28 The use of draft tube in a reaction turbine helps to Prevent air from entering

Increase the flow rate

Convert kinetic energy to pressure
energy Correct

Eliminate eddies in the
downstream

29 Operating characteristic curves of a turbine means the curves drawn at constant Head

Speed Correct

Discharge

Efficiency

30 Ozone depletion by CFCS occurs by breakdown of
Chlorine atoms from refrigerant by
UV radiation and reaction with
ozone into troposphere

Fluorine atoms from refrigerant by
UV radiation and reaction with
ozone into troposphere

Chlorine atoms from refrigerant by
UV radiation and reaction with
ozone into stratosphere

Correct

Fluorine atoms from refrigerant by
UV radiation and reaction with



ozone into stratosphere

31 On a psychrometric chart, the constant wet bulb temperature lines coincide with Constant relative humidity lines

Constant enthalpy lines Correct

Constant dew point temperature
lines

Constant volume lines

32 Very high compression ratios are not used with petrol engines because Power required for compression
becomes very high

Cylinder walls will have to be
made thicker

The resulting high temperatures
would adversely affect the
lubricating system

Self-ignition would take place
before the spark occurs Correct

33 Hardness of steel is greatly improved with Annealing

Cyaniding Correct

Normalising

Tempering

34 Constanton is one metallic alloy used for making thermocouple wires. Its constituents are Copper and nickel Correct

Iron and chromium

Iron and copper

Aluminum and mangenese

35 Which one of the following casting processes is best suited to make bigger size hollow symmetrical pipes ? Die casting

Investment casting

Shell moulding



Centrifugal casting Correct

36 Which of the following method uses pool of molten metal ? Submerged arc welding Correct

Resistance welding

Plasma welding

Tungsten inert gas welding

37 Tool signature Indicates the life of tool

Outlines the orthographic
projection of the tool

Represents complete specification
of the tool

Is a numerical method of tool
identification Correct

38 Hobbing process cannot be used to cut Helical gears

Spur gears

Bevel gears

Worm gears Correct

39 In inventory control, the economic order quantity refers to Lowest level of inventory

Lot most economical to process

Optimum lot size Correct

Lot corresponding to break-even
point

40 Routing and scheduling are integral part of Product planning Correct

Work study

Job analysis

Quality control



41 Which of the following is not a angle measuring device ? Angle plate Correct

Sine bar

Bevel protector

Angle gauge

42 The difference between the time available to do the job and time required to do the job is known as Event

Float Correct

Duration

Constraint

43 The variance for critical path, a → b = 4 time units, b → c = 16 time units, c → d = 4 time units and d → e =
1 time unit. The standard deviation of the critical path a → e is 3

4

5 Correct

6

44 A linear programming problem with mixed constraints (some constraints of ≤ type and some of ≥ type) can be
solved by which of the following methods ? Big-M method Correct

Hungarian method

Branch and bound technique

Least cost method

45 For a transportation matrix which has six rows and four columns not to degenerate, what is the number of
occupied cells in the matrix ? 6

9 Correct

15

24

46 Which of following welding processes uses non-consumable electrode ? MIG welding

TIG welding Correct



Submerged arc welding

Thermal welding

47 A surface for which emissivity is constant at all temperatures and throughout the entire range of wavelength is
called Opaque

Grey Correct

Specular

Diathermanous

48 The modern Francis turbine is essentially Tangential flow turbine

Mixed flow turbine Correct

Axial flow turbine

Radial flow turbine

49 A ring gauge is used to measure Outside diameter but not
roundness

Roundness but not outside
diameter

Both outside diameter and
roundness Correct

Only external threads

50 Curtis turbine is Single rotor impulse turbine

Impulse-reaction turbine

Velocity compounded impulse
turbine Correct

Pressure compounded impulse
turbine

51 A detailed description of the methodology of research is included in, Conference paper

Thesis Correct



Article

Journal paper

52 Research ethics include, Honesty Correct

Accuracy

Data collection method

None of these

53 The purpose of the bibliography in a report is: Useful for extended research

Provides authenticity to report

Helpful in looking different
perspectives of research

All of these Correct

54 Questionnaires that offer the flexibility to respondent to answer in their own words is called, Open –ended questions Correct

Schedule

Closed ended questions

Combined questionnaire

55 The observer is a part of the phenomena or group which is observed and he acts as both an observer and a
participant is called, Participant observation Correct

Sampling

Coding

Direct observation

56 Data entails measurement in which numbers are used directly to represent properties of things are: Primary data

Qualitative data

Secondary data

Quantitative data Correct



57 Description of things made without assigning numeric value is called, Secondary data

Qualitative data Correct

Primary data

Quantitative data

58 Which one of these is called territorial data? Resources endowment Correct

Ownership

Age

Gender

59 Which of the following is not covered under Intellectual Property Rights? Copyrights

Patents

Trade marks

Thesaurus Correct

60 An appropriate source to find out descriptive information is................ . Bibliography

Directory

Encyclopedia Correct

Dictionary

61 In the process of conducting research ‘Formulation of Hypothesis’ is followed by, Statement of Objectives

Analysis of Data

Selection of Research Tools Correct

Collection of Data

62 A reasoning where we start with certain particular statements and conclude with a universal statement is called, Deductive Reasoning

Inductive Reasoning Correct



Abnormal Reasoning

Transcendental Reasoning

63 Which of the following is the first step in starting the research process? Searching sources of information
to locate problem

Survey of related literature

Identification of problem Correct

Searching for solutions to the
problem

64 In relations to research related data, Mean, Median and Mode are: Measures of deviation

Measures of error

Ways of sampling

None of these Correct

65 M is the son of Q. N is M’s sister and she has a daughter R and a son E. Y is maternal aunt of R. How is Y
related to N? If N has only one brother. Brother in law

Sister

Mother

Sister in law Correct

66 Find the missing term in the given number series.
5, 25, 7, ……. , 9, 19 28

27

22 Correct

23

67 Find the missing term in the given number series.
5, 11, 21, 35, ……. 53 Correct

55

57



63

68 Find the missing term in the given number series.
1, 10, 25, 46, ……. 83

73 Correct

77

86

69 Find the missing term in the given number series.
62, 64, ……. , 32, 14, 16 28

27

30 Correct

32

70 Find the missing term in the given number series.
2, 10, 30, …… , 130 66

86

78

68 Correct

71 Find the missing term in the given alphabet series. ACG, DGL, GKQ, …… MPY

JOV Correct

LOS

IMV

72 Sampling which provides for a known non zero chance of selection is: Probability sampling Correct

Non-probability sampling

Multiple choice

Analysis



73 Failure to acknowledge the borrowed material (Take and use of others material as one’s own) is called, Acknowledgement

Plagiarism Correct

Foot-note

Citation

74 A short summary of Technical Report is called, Abstract Correct

Publication

Article

Guide

75 When a hypothesis is stated negatively it is called, Relational hypothesis

Null hypothesis Correct

Situational hypothesis

Casual hypothesis

76 Concepts which cannot be given operational definitions are ………… concepts. Verbal

Oral

Hypothetical Correct

Operational

77 ………….. is a way to systematically solve the research problem. Technique

Operations

Research methodology Correct

Research Process

78 “A system of systematically interrelated concepts definitions and propositions that are advanced to explain and
predict phenomena” is known as, Facts

Theory Correct



Values

Generalization

79 “Empirically verifiable observation” is: Fact Correct

Theory

Value

Statement

80 Research undertaken for knowledge sake is: Pure research Correct

Action research

Pilot study

Survey

81 Scientific method is committed to, Neutrality

Ethics

Proposition

Objectivity Correct

82 Basing conclusions without any bias and value judgment is, Facts

Specificity

Values

Objectivity Correct

83 Facts or information’s are analyzed and critical evaluation is made in, Survey

Action Research

Analytical research Correct

Pilot study



84 Motivation Research is a type of …………… research Quantitative

Qualitative Correct

Pure

Applied

85 A research which follows case study method is called, Clinical or diagnostic Correct

Casual

Analytical

Qualitative

86 Identifying causes of a problem and possible solution to a problem is, Field study

Diagnostic study Correct

Action study

Pilot study

87 Which of the following is an example of primary data? Book

Journal

Newspaper Correct

Census report

88 Which of the following is a funding agency for sponsored research projects? RBI

DST Correct

All nationalized banks

PTI

89 Converting a question into a Researchable problem is called ………… Solution

Examination

Problem formulation Correct



Problem solving

90 The formulated problem should have, Originality Correct

Values

Coherence

Facts

91 A ……………… is an abstraction formed by generalization from particulars. Hypothesis

Variable

Concept Correct

Facts

92 Concepts are ……………. of Research. Guide

Tools Correct

Methods

Variables

93 Analogies are sources of ………………. Data

Concept

Research

Hypothesis Correct

94 Propositions which describe the characteristics are …………. Hypothesis. Descriptive Correct

Imaginative

Relational

Variable

95 A Hypothesis contributes to the development of …………. Theory Correct



Generalization

Evolution

Concept

96 The chief merit of survey is, Adaptability

Sensibility

Connectivity

Versatility Correct

97 The final stage of a survey is ………………. Calculation

Field work

Assignment

Reporting Correct

98 The Report submitted when there is a time lag between data collection and presentation of Result is called, Thesis

Interim report Correct

Summary report

Article

99 ………………. is called publication in a Research journal. Guide

Popular report

Research article Correct

Format

100 Bibliography generally includes, Foot note

Quotations

List of books referred Correct



Biography


